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Abstract
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) can be large and compute-intensive, making
them hard to deploy on resource constrained devices. As a result, there is a
need for compression technique that can significantly compress recurrent neural
networks, without negatively impacting task accuracy. This paper introduces a
method to compress RNNs for resource constrained environments using Kronecker
products. We call the RNNs compressed using Kronecker products as Kronecker
product Recurrent Neural Networks (KPRNNs). KPRNNs can compress the
LSTM[22], GRU [9] and parameter optimized FastRNN [30] layers by 15− 38×
with minor loss in accuracy and can act as in-place replacement of most RNN cells
in existing applications. By quantizing the Kronecker compressed networks to 8-
bits, we further push the compression factor to 50×. We compare the accuracy and
runtime of KPRNNs with other state-of-the-art compression techniques across 5
benchmarks spanning 3 different applications, showing its generality. Additionally,
we show how to control the compression factors achieved by Kronecker products
using a novel hybrid decomposition technique. We call the RNN cells compressed
using Kronecker products with this control mechanism as hybrid Kronecker product
RNNs (HKPRNN). Using HKPRNN, we compress RNN Cells in 2 benchmarks
by 10× and 20× achieving better accuracy than other state-of-the-art compression
techniques.
1 Introduction
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) have shown state-of-the-art accuracy for many applications
that use time-series data. As a result, RNNs can greatly benefit important Internet-of-Things (IoT)
applications like wake-word detection [54], human activity recognition [18, 38, 39] and predictive
maintenance [3, 42]. IoT applications typically run on highly constrained devices. Due to their
energy, power, and cost constraints, IoT devices frequently use low-bandwidth memory technologies
and smaller caches compared to desktop and server processors. For example, some IoT devices
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have 2KB of RAM and 32 KB of Flash Memory [17, 29]. The size of typical RNN layers can
prohibit deployment of these networks on IoT devices or reduce the efficiency of the execution of
these networks on devices with small capacity caches [43]. Thus, there is a need for a compression
technique that can drastically compress RNN layers without sacrificing the task accuracy. Our results
(section 4) show that popular compression techniques like pruning [6, 19, 56] and low-rank matrix
factorization (LMF) [7, 16, 28] can lead to significant loss in accuracy (>3%) when IoT applications
are compressed by factors of 15× or more. Additionally, a compression technique should not sacrifice
run-time during inference as some of these applications can have hard real time deadlines. We provide
an alternative to pruning and LMF that can achieve these objectives.
This paper makes the following key contributions:
• To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper that shows how to use Kronecker products
to compress RNN layers. We call the RNN cells compressed using Kronecker products as
KPRNNs. We compress the LSTM [22], GRU [9] and parameter optimized FastRNN [30]
layers across 5 benchmarks by 15-38x using Kronecker products. We were able to push the
compression factor to 50× by quantizing the networks to 8-bits.
• We show a novel way to control the compression factors of layers compressed using
Kronecker products. We call the layers compressed using controlled Kronecker product
compression as Hybrid Kronecker product RNNs (HKPRNN) and compress LSTM layers
in 2 benchmarks by 10× and 20×.
• We compare the accuracy and speed-up over baseline during inference for the compressed
networks with magnitude pruning and low-rank matrix factorization (LMF) showing that
KPRNNs outperform these state-of-the-art compression techniques.
2 Related work
The research in neural network (NN) compression can be roughly categorized under 4 topics: Pruning,
structured matrix based techniques, quantization, and tensor decomposition. Pruning [6, 19, 36, 56]
has been a prominent compression technique. Structured matrices have shown significant potential
for compression of neural network [12, 41]. Block circular compression [11, 48] is an extension of
structured matrix based compression, converting every block in a matrix into a structured matrix.
Compression using structured matrices translates to inference speed-up over baseline on CPU for
larger matrices only [44] or when using specialized hardware [8, 41]. Tensor decomposition (CP
decomposition [31], Tucker decomposition [5], etc.) based methods have also shown significant
reduction in parameters [45]. Matrix Factorization [7, 16, 28] can also be categorized under the
tensor decomposition topic. Lastly, quantization is another popular technique for compression
[20, 23, 33, 47, 55]. The benefits of quantization can be orthogonal to the compression techniques
discussed above.
GRUs and LSTMs have 3 ×−4× more parameter than RNN. Another way to compress RNNs is
to replace the LSTM and GRU cells with lightweight RNN Cells. However, RNN Cells are hard to
train and can lead to vanishing and exploding gradients. Thus, any work that leads to stable training
of RNN Cells can potentially compress neural networks by factor of 3×−4×.Various techniques
[4, 25, 26, 30, 35, 51, 53] have been proposed to stabilize RNN training. FastRNN cells [30] shows
the most promise amongst these set of work and has shown promising results in the IoT domain. In
this paper, we further compress FastRNN cells by 16× using the proposed technique.
Kronecker products have been used in NN before in [26, 52]. Zhou et al. [52] use Kronecker products
to compress fully connected layers in AlexNet. They start with a pre-trained model and use a low
rank decomposition technique to find the sum of Kronecker products that best approximate the FC
layer. We deviate from their work as we use Kronecker products to compress RNNs and learn the
matrices using back-propagation. Jose et al. [26] use Kronecker products to stabilize RNN training
by adding the unitary constraint. A detailed discussion of how this work differs from [26] can be
found in section 3.
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3 Kronecker Product Recurrent Neural Networks
3.1 Background
Let A, B and C be three matrices, then the Kronecker product is expressed as
A = B ⊗ C (1)
A =

b1,1 ◦ C b1,2 ◦ C ... b1,n1 ◦ C
b2,1 ◦ C b2,2 ◦ C ... b2,n1 ◦ C
. . . .
. . . .
bm1,1 ◦ C b1,2 ◦ C ... bm1,n1 ◦ C

where, A ∈ Rm×n, B ∈ Rm1×n1, C ∈ Rm2×n2, m = m1 × m2, n = n1 × n2 and ◦ is the
hadamard product. The variables B and C will be referred to as the Kronecker factors of A in this
paper. The algorithm to calculate the Kronecker product of two matrices in Tensorflow is given in
Algorithm 3 in Appendix C.
An RNN layer has two sets of weight matrices - input-hidden and hidden-hidden (also known as
recurrent). The input-hidden matrix gets multiplied with the input, while the hidden-hidden (or
recurrent) matrix gets multiplied by the hidden vector. Jose et al. [26] use Kronecker factors of
size 2× 2 to replace the hidden-hidden matrices of every RNN layer. Thus a traditional RNN Cell,
represented by:
ht = f([Wx Wh] ∗ [xt;ht−1]) (2)
(3)
Is replaced by,
ht = f([Wx W0 ⊗W2...⊗WF−1] ∗ [xt;ht−1]) (4)
where Wx (input-hidden matrix) ∈ Rm×n, Wh (hidden-hidden or recurrent matrix) ∈ Rm×m,
W0...WF−1 ∈ R2×2, xt ∈ Rn×1, ht ∈ Rm×1, and F = log2(m) = log2(n). Thus a 256 × 256
sized matrix will be expressed as a product of 8 matrices of size 2× 2. This can potentially lead to
approximately 2× compression. The aim of Jose et al. [26] was to stabilize RNN training to avoid
vanishing and exploding gradients. They add a unitary constraint to these 2× 2 matrices, stabilizing
RNN training. However, in order to regain the baseline accuracy, they needed to increase the size of
the RNN layers. Thus, they do not achieve significant compression.
We tried using 2× 2 Kronecker factor matrices for hidden-hidden/recurrent matrices of GRU layers
[9] of the key-word spotting network [54]. This resulted in an approximately 2× reduction in the
number of parameters. However, the accuracy dropped by 3% relative to the baseline. When we
examined the 2× 2 matrices, we observed that, during training, the values of some of the matrices
hardly changed after initialization (see Appendix A). Additionally, using 2 × 2 matrices leads to
significant slow-down during inference [26]. We leverage this observation in developing the method
discussed in this paper to compress the RNN layers using Kronecker products.
3.2 KPRNN cells
KPRNN cells are RNN cells with all of the matrices compressed by replacing them with Kronecker
products of smaller matrices. We restrict the number of Kronecker factors to two. We use Algorithm
4 in Appendix C to find the dimensions of the Kronecker factors. The algorithm takes in the prime
factors of the dimensions of the input matrix and returns the dimensions of the two Kronecker
factor matrices by converting the list of prime factors for each input dimension into the smallest two
numbers, whose product will return a value equal to that dimension. For example, for an input matrix,
A, of dimension 154 × 164, this algorithm would suggest creation of Kronecker factor matrices
of dimension 11 × 41 and 14 × 4, where 11 × 14 = 154 and 41 × 4 = 164. This leads to a 50×
reduction in the number of parameters required to store A.
Instead of starting with a trained network and decomposing its matrices into the Kronecker factors,
we replace the RNN/LSTM/GRU cells [9, 22] in a neural network with its Kronecker equivalent and
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train the entire model from the beginning. We call these cells Kronecker product RNN cells. Below
are the equations for the RNN cells and the KPRNN cells:
RNN Cell : ht = f([Wx Wh] ∗ [xt;ht−1]) (5)
KPRNN Cell : ht = f((W1 ⊗W2) ∗ [xt;ht−1]) (6)
where Wx ∈ Rm×n, Wh ∈ Rm×m, xt ∈ Rn×1, ht ∈ Rm×1, Wx1 ∈ Rm1×n1, Wx2 ∈ Rm2×n2,
m1×m2 = m and n1× n2 = (m+ n). Thus, KPRNN replaces the Wx and Wh matrices in the
RNN cells with a Kronecker product of two smaller matrix. LSTM, GRU and FastRNN cells are
compressed in a similar fashion, by replacing the matrices in these layers by Kronecker products of
two smaller matrices.
3.2.1 Matrix Vector Product calculation in KPRNN cells
Algorithm 1 Implementation of Matrix Vector Product, when matrix is expressed as a Kronecker
product of two matrices
Input: Matrices A of dimension m1 × n1, B of dimension m2 × n2 and x of dimension n × 1.
m = m1×m2, n = n1× n2
Output: Matrix y of dimension m× 1
1: X = reshape(x, n2, n1) {reshapes the x vector to a matrix of dimension n2× n1}
2: At = A.transpose()
3: Y = B ×X ×At
4: y = reshape(Y,m, 1) {reshapes the y vector to a matrix of dimension m× 1}
For inference on IoT devices, it is safe to assume that the batch size will be one [43]. When the batch
size is one, the RNN cells compute matrix vector product during inference. In case of KPRNN cells,
this will turn out to be:
y = (A⊗B)× x (7)
where, y ∈ Rm×1, x ∈ Rn×1, A ∈ Rm1×n1, B ∈ Rm2×n2 and m = m1×m2, n = n1× n2. One
possible way to calculate this matrix vector product is to expand the Kronecker product between
the A and B matrices and to calculate the matrix-vector product between the resultant matrix and
x. However, this will lead to an increase in the number of computations required. A better method
that exploits the block structure of Kronecker product and avoids expanding the matrix is shown in
Algorithm 1. This leads to significant speed-up during inference (section 4.1). The derivation of the
algorithm can be found in [1] and is included in Appendix (C.1).
3.3 Hybrid Kronecker Product Recurrent Neural Network
A
A’
C E
m
n
r
m-r
n
Kronecker product 
of C and E leads to 
a matrix of 
dimension (m-r)xn
Figure 1: Matrix representation for matrices in a HKPRNN cells
KPRNN can be an extremely effective compression technique, as we will illustrate in Section 4.1.
However, sometimes the accuracy loss induced by KPRNN compression may be too large for the
technique to be useful. Other compression techniques like pruning [56] and LMF [10] have fine-
grained control to set the amount of compression via pre-determining the sparsity (pruning) or setting
the rank of the matrix. These control mechanisms can help regain some of the lost accuracy by
increasing the number of parameters in the layer via decreasing the sparsity or increasing the rank of
the matrix.
Currently, the factor by which a network is compressed using KPRNN can only be controlled by
two ways – by increasing the size of the Kronecker factor matrices or by increasing the number of
layers of KPRNN cells. Increasing the size of the Kronecker factor leads to an RNN layer with a
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Algorithm 2 Implementation of Matrix Vector Product, when matrix is expressed as a Hybrid of
unconstrained upper part and a lower part created using Kronecker product of two matrices
Input: Matrices A′ of dimension r × n, C of dimension m1× n1, E of dimension m2× n2 and x
of dimension n× 1. m1×m2 = (m− r), n = n1× n2
Output: Matrix y of dimension m× 1
yupper = A
′ × x
X = reshape(x, n2, n1) {reshapes the x vector to a matrix of dimension n2× n1}
At = A.transpose()
Ylower = B ×X ×At
ylower = reshape(Y,m, 1) {reshapes the x vector to a matrix of dimension (m− r)× 1}
y = concat(yupper, ylower)
larger hidden vector. While this might well lead to a valid solution, it removes the possibility of using
KPRNN as an in-place replacement in an existing RNN. This also increases the size of the softmax
layers or the subsequent RNN layers that usually follow an RNN layer. Alternatively, increasing
the number of layers leads to a deeper network which can be hard to train. An additional constraint
on the use of KPRNNs is that they cannot compress RNNs in an existing application, if one of the
dimensions of the matrix of an RNN layer is a prime number.
In order to solve these issues, we propose the Hybrid Kronecker Product mechanism to compress
RNNs. We refer to RNNs compressed using this mechanism as, “HKPRNN”, in this paper. HKPRNN
divides a matrix in a neural network into two parts – an unconstrained upper part and a lower part
created using the Kronecker product of two matrices. This is illustrated in Figure 1. Below are the
equations for the RNN cells and the HKPRNN cells:
RNNCell : ht = f([Wx Wh] ∗ [xt;ht−1]) (8)
HKPRNNCell : ht = f([A
′; (W1 ⊗W2)] ∗ [xt;ht−1]) (9)
where Wx ∈ Rm×n, Wh ∈ Rm×m, A ∈ Rr×(m+n) ,Wx1 ∈ Rm1×n1, Wx2 ∈ Rm2×n2, m1×m2 =
(m−r) and n1×n2 = (m+n). Thus, by cleverly selecting r, we can tune the amount of compression.
LSTMs and GRUs are compressed in a similar fashion, by replacing the matrices in these layers with
their hybrid Kronecker product representation. Algorithm 2 shows how to calculate the matrix vector
product without expanding the matrix into its full representation.
4 Results
MNIST- USPS- KWS- KWS- HAR1-
LSTM FastRNN LSTM GRU BiLSTM
Application
Domain
Image
Classification
Image
Classification
Key-word
spotting
Key-word
spotting
Human
Activity
Recognition
Reference Paper [30] [54] [54] [18]
Cell Type LSTM [22] FastRNN [30] LSTM [22] GRU [9] BidirectionalLSTM [40]
Dataset [32] [24] [49] [49] [39]
Accuracy 99.40% 93.77% 92.50% 93.50% 91.90%
#Parameters 11,450 1,856 62,316 78,090 374,468
Size, assuming
32b weights 44.73 KB 7.25 KB 243.42 KB 305.04 KB 1,462.77 KB
Runtime (ms) 6.4 1.175 26.8 67 470
Table 1: Benchmarks evaluated in this paper. These benchmarks represent some of the key applica-
tions in the IoT domain. We cover a wide variety of applications and RNN cell types.
Other compression techniques evaluated: We compare networks compressed using KPRNN and
HKPRNN with magnitude pruning [56] and low-rank matrix factorization (LMF). While there are
multiple possible ways to prune [34, 37], magnitude pruning has shown comparable or better accuracy
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compared to other pruning techniques [14]. For an additional comparison point, we also train a
smaller baseline with the same number of parameters as the compressed baseline.
Training platform, infrastructure and measuring inference run-time: We use Tensorflow
1.12[2] as the training platform and 4 Nvidia RTX 2080 GPUs to train our benchmarks. To measure
the inference run-time, we implement the baseline and the compressed cells in C++ using the Eigen
library [13] and run them on the Arm Cortex-A73 cores on a Hikey 960 development board.
Dataset and data pre-processing: We evaluate the impact of compression using the techniques
discussed in section 3 on a wide variety of benchmarks spanning applications like key-word spotting,
human activity recognition, and image classification. The details regarding the datasets used; and the
size of the train, test, and validation sets can be found in Appendix B.1. The details regarding input
pre-processing for various benchmarks can be found in Appendix B.2.
Benchmarks: Table 1 shows the benchmarks used in this work. The hyperparameters used for
baseline networks are discussed in Appendix B.3. Appendix D.1 and Appendix E.1 discuss the
hyperparameters of the KPRNN and HKPRNN networks, respectively, and their corresponding
comparison techniques. The appendix also discusses the mean and variance of the accuracy of these
networks after compression.
Evaluation Criteria: We evaluate and compare the compressed networks based on the final accu-
racy of the network on the held out test set. We also measure the run-time (wall clock time taken to
execute a single inference) on the Hikey platform and report the speed-up over the baseline. Together,
these two metrics help us evaluate whether the proposed training technique can help recover accuracy
after significant compression without sacrificing any real-time deadlines these applications may have.
4.1 KPRNN networks
Figure 2 shows the results of applying the Kronecker Product technique across a wide variety of
applications and RNN cells. As mentioned in Section 3, using only two matrix factors, only one
level of compression is feasible. The compression achieved for each network is mentioned in the
captions and is quite substantial – ranging from 16× to 38× for our benchmarks. The KPRNN
networks are compared to the uncompressed baseline and the networks generated when alternative
compression techniques are used to achieve the same compression ratio as KPRNNs. This allows for
a fair comparison of accuracy and run-time across the different techniques. We find that KPRNNs are
consistently the most accurate of the compressed networks and are faster than the baseline.
A few results are of particular note. The USPS network uses FastRNN cells which are highly
optimized RNN cells that avoid exploding and vanishing gradient problems associated with other
RNN cells, and they do so without adding additional computation. Given that the FastRNN cells are
not over-parameterized, they represent a great benchmark to identify whether a compression technique
is effective. As shown in Figure 2b, using the Kronecker products these highly optimized cells are
compressed by a factor of 16× with minimal loss in accuracy, unlike the alternative compression
techniques. Figure 2d is the only result that does not have a data point for magnitude pruning. This is
because the magnitude pruning infrastructure we used [56] is not available for GRU-based networks.
The Kronecker Product-based network is still more accurate than the remaining alternatives.
Additional details about how these experiments were run, the mean and variance of the accuracy, etc.
can be found in Appendix D.1.3 and D.1.4.
Relationship between accuracy, rank, condition number, singular values and the compression
techniques : In general, the poor performance of the LMF technique can be attributed to “rank-
collapse”. For all of the benchmarks, LMF will only achieve the required compression by reducing
the rank of the matrix significantly (generally < 10). Kronecker Products, on the other hand, will
create a full rank matrix [50], if the Kronecker factors are fully ranked
rank ( A⊗B) = rank A · rank B. (10)
We observe that, Kronecker factors of all the compressed benchmarks are fully-ranked. A full-rank
matrix can also lead to poor accuracy if it is ill-conditioned [15]. However, KPRNN learns matrices
that do not exhibit this behavior. The condition numbers of the matrices of the best-performing
KPRNN compressed networks discussed in this paper are in the range of 1.2 to 7.3.
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Figure 2: Model accuracy vs inference speed-up for our benchmarks. The baseline networks are
compared to networks compressed by either the Kronecker Product (KP), magnitude pruning, low-
rank matrix factorization (LMF), or by scaling the network size. Each compressed network has fewer
RNN parameters than the baseline by the amount indicated. The Kronecker Product-based networks
are consistently the most accurate alternative while still having speed-up over the baseline.
To prune a network to the same compression factor as KPRNN, networks need to be pruned to 94%
sparsity or above. It has been observed that pruning leads to significant accuracy drop beyond 90%
sparsity for parameter efficient models [14]. Pruning FastRNN cells to the required compression
factor leads to an ill-conditioned matrix. This might explain the poor accuracy of sparse FastRNN
network. However, for other pruned networks, the resultant sparse matrices have a condition number
less than 20 and are fully-ranked. Thus, condition number does not explain the loss in accuracy for
these benchmarks.
To further understand the loss in accuracy of pruned LSTM networks, we looked at the singular values
of the resultant sparse matrices in the KWS-LSTM network. Let y = Ax. The largest singular value
of A upper-bounds ‖y‖2, i.e. the amplification applied by A. Thus, a matrix with larger singular value
can lead to an output with larger norm [46]. Since RNNs execute a matrix-vector product followed
by a non-linear sigmoid or tanh layer, the output will saturate if the value is large. The matrix in the
LSTM layer of the best-performing pruned KWS-LSTM network has its largest singular value in the
range of 48 to 52 while the baseline KWS-LSTM network learns a LSTM layer matrix with largest
singular value of 19 and the Kronecker product compressed KWS-LSTM network learns LSTM
layers with singular values less than 15. This might explain the especially poor results achieved after
pruning this benchmark. Similar observations can be made for the pruned HAR1 network.
We looked into the condition number and largest singular value of small baseline networks also.
However, we did not see a consistent story. The small baseline for KWS-LSTM network learned a
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Figure 3: Model accuracy vs inference speed-up for HAR1-BiLSTM and KWS-LSTM using varying
compression ratios. The baseline networks are compared to networks compressed by either the
Hybrid Kronecker Product (HKP), magnitude pruning (P), low-rank matrix factorization (LMF), or
by scaling the network size (SB). Each compressed network has fewer RNN parameters than the
baseline by the amount indicated. The Kronecker Product-based networks are consistently the most
accurate alternative, at all compression levels, while still having speed-up over the baseline.
RNN layer with a matrix whose condition number is > 90 and largest singular value is > 50. But for
other networks, small baseline learned well conditioned matrices with small singular values in the
RNN layers.
Quantization: One of the most commonly used techniques to reduce the size and computation
of a neural network is quantization. To check whether using Kronecker Products conflicts with
quantization, we quantized the HAR1 and KWS-LSTM networks to 8 bits. This lead to an overall
compression factor of 50× and 30×, and a corresponding accuracy loss of 0.24% and 0.16%,
respectively. Based on the minimal loss in accuracy, we feel that in addition to compressing a network
using Kronecker products, additional savings can still be had through the use of quantization.
4.2 HKPRNN Networks
As mentioned in Section 3.3, using the two-matrix Kronecker Product technique results in only one
possible compression ratio, and using the hybrid HKPRNN technique is a useful way to control the
level of compression and the corresponding reduction in accuracy and run-time. Figure 3 shows
the results from using HKPRNN. These are similar graphs to those shown in Figure 2, but rather
than using the only compression factor allowed by KPRNN, three possible compression ratios were
explored – 10×, 20×, and the maximum compression ratio – resulting in the three data points for
each compression scheme. The maximum compression ratio for the Kronecker Product technique is
when a hybrid scheme is not used at all (i.e., r = 0), so the HKPRNN data points at the maximum
compression ratio are equivalent to the corresponding KPRNN data points in Figure 2.
Even at non-maximal compression ratios, the Hybrid Kronecker Product technique consistently
results in superior accuracy to the alternative techniques. This illustrates that HKPRNN can be
effectively used to modulate the accuracy loss from compression.
Additional details about the training hyperparameters used, the mean and variance of the accuracy
and the specific model sizes and run-times can be found in Appendix E.1.1 and E.1.2.
5 Conclusion
We show how to compress RNN Cells by 15× to 38× using Kronecker products. We call the cells
compressed using Kronecker products as KPRNNs. KPRNNs can act as a drop in replacement
for most RNN layers and provide the benefit of significant compression with marginal impact on
accuracy. Additionally, we show how to control the compression achieved by KPRNN by suggesting
a novel hybrid compression technique. We call this family of controlled Kronecker compressed
network as HKPRNN and show how we can compress the network by a factor of 10− 20×. None of
the other compression techniques (pruning, LMF) match the accuracy of the Kronecker compressed
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networks. We show that this compression technique works across 5 benchmarks that represent key
applications in the IoT domain.
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Appendix A Background
Figure 4: The values of a 2x2 matrix across multiple epochs
We tried using the framework provided by [26] to compress the GRU matrix in the small GRU
baseline in [54] by a factor of 2. We used a GRU with hidden vector size of 256 and replaced the
hidden-hidden matrix with Kronecker product of 8, 2x2 matrices as described in [26]. The resultant
network lost 3% accuracy. On inspecting the 2x2 matrices, we found that the matrices hardly changed
after initialization. Figure 4 shows the values of a 2x2 matrix across multiple epochs during training.
We see the values in the matrix do not change after initialization.
Appendix B Dataset details and baseline implementation
B.1 Datasets
We evaluate the impact of compression using the techniques discussed in section 3 and 3.3 on a wide
variety of benchmarks spanning applications like key-word spotting, human activity recognition,
image classification and language modeling.
• Human Activity Recognition: We use the [39] dataset for human activity recognition. We
split the benchmark into training, validation and test dataset using the procedure described
in [18]. They use a subset of 77 sensors from the dataset. They use run 2 from subject
1 as their validation set, and replicate the most popular recognition challenge by using
runs 4 and 5 from subject 2 and 3 in the test set. The remaining data is used for training.
For frame-by-frame analysis, they created sliding windows of duration 1 second and 50%
overlap leading to input vector of size 81x77 i.e. 81 dimensional input is fed to the network
over 77 time steps. The resulting training-set contains approx. 650k samples (43k frames).
• Image Classification: We use the MNIST [32] and USPS [24] dataset for image classifi-
cation. The USPS dataset consists of 7291 train and 2007 test images while the MNIST
dataset consists of 60k training and 10k test images. We split the publicly available training
set into 80% training set and 20% validation set and use the selected set of hyperparameters
on the test set.
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• Key-word Spotting: We use the [49] dataset for key-word spotting. The entire dataset
consists of 65K different samples of 1-second long audio clips of 30 keywords, collected
from thousands of people. We split the benchmark into training, validation and test dataset
using the procedure described in [54].
B.2 Data Pre-processing
For the key-word spotting benchmarks, we reuse the framework provided by [54]. Thus we pre-
process the data as suggested by them. For the human activity recognition dataset, we follow the
pre-processing procedure described in [18]. We reuse the framework provided by [30] for the USPS
dataset, thus using the pre-processing procedure provided by them.
B.3 Baseline Algorithms and Implementation
• MNIST: For this benchmark, the 28× 28 image is fed to a single layer LSTM network with
hidden vector of size 40 over 28 time steps. The dataset is fed using a batch size of 128
and the model is trained for 3000 epochs using a learning rate of 0.001. We use the Adam
Optimizer [27] during training. Additionally, we divide the learning rate by 10 after every
1000 epochs. The total size of the network is 44.72 KB.
• HAR1: We use the network described in [18]. Their network uses a bidirectional LSTM
with hidden length of size 179 followed by a softmax layer to get an accuracy of 92.5%.
Input is of dimension 77 and is fed over 81 time steps. The paper uses gradient clipping
regularization with a max norm value of 2.3 and a dropout of value 0.92 for both directions
of the LSTM network. The network is trained for 300 epochs using a learning rate of 0.025,
Adam optimization [27] and a batch size of 64. We used their training infrastructure and
recreated the network in tensorflow. The suggested hyperparameters in the paper got us
an accuracy of 91.9%. Even after significant effort, we were not able get to the accuracy
mentioned in the paper. Henceforth, we will use 91.9% as the baseline accuracy. The total
size of the network is 1462.836 KB.
• KWS-LSTM: For our baseline Basic LSTM network, we use the smallest LSTM model
in [54]. The input to the network is 10 MFCC features fed over 25 time steps. The LSTM
architecture uses a hidden length of size 118 and achieves an accuracy of 92.50%. We use a
learning rate of 0.0005, 0.0001, 0.00002 for 10000 steps each with ADAM optimizer [27]
and a batch size of 100. The total size of the network is 243.42 KB.
• KWS-GRU: We use the smallest GRU model in [54] as our baseline. The input to the
network is 10 MFCC features fed over 25 time steps. The GRU architecture uses a hid-
den length of size 154 and achieves an accuracy of 93.50%. We use a learning rate of
0.0005,0.0001,0.00002 for 10000 steps each with ADAM optimizer and a batch size of 100.
The total size of the network is 305.03 KB.
• USPS-FastRNN: The input image of size 16 × 16 is divided into rows of size 16 that is
fed into a single layer of FastRNN network [30] with hidden vector of size 32 over 16 time
steps. The network is trained for 300 epochs using an initial learning rate of 0.01 and a batch
size of 100. The learning starts rate declining by 0.1 after 200 epochs. The total size of the
network is 7.54 KB.
Appendix C Kronecker Products - Implementation
Algorithm 3 Implementation of Kronecker Products in Tensorflow
Input: Matrices B of dimension m1× n1, C of dimension m2× n2
Output: Matrix A of dimension m× n
1: b_shape = [B.shape[0].value,B.shape[1].value]
2: c_shape = [C.shape[0].value, C.shape[1].value]
3: temp1 = tf.reshape(B, [b_shape[0], 1, b_shape[1], 1])
4: temp2 = tf.reshape(C, [1, c_shape[0], 1, c_shape[1]])
5: A = tf.reshape(temp1 ∗ temp2, [b_shape[0] ∗ c_shape[0], b_shape[1] ∗ c_shape[1]])
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Algorithm 4 Finding dimension of Kronecker Factors for a matrix of dimension m× n
Input: list1 is the sorted list of prime factors of m, list2 is the sorted list of prime factors of n
Output: listA - Dimension of the first Kronecker factor. listB - Dimension of the second Kronecker
factor
1: while (len(list1) > 2)
2: temp1 = list1[0]
3: list1.del(0) //Delete the element at position zero
4: list1[0] = list1[0]*temp1
5: list1.sort(’ascending’)
6: while (len(list2) > 2)
7: temp1 = list2[0]
8: list2.del(0) //Delete the element at position zero
9: list2[0] = list2[0]*temp1
10: list2.sort(’ascending’)
11: list1 = list1.sort(’descending’)
12: listA.add(list1[0])
13: listA.add(list2[0])
14: listB.add(list1[1])
15: listB.add(list2[1])
C.1 Proof of the Matrix-Vector Multiplication Algorithm when the Matrix is expressed as a
Kronecker product of two matrices
Let,
y = (A⊗B)× x (11)
where, y ∈ Rm×1, x ∈ Rn×1, A ∈ Rm1×n1, B ∈ Rm2×n2 and m = m1×m2, n = n1× n2.
x =

x1
x2
x3
.
.
.
xn1
 y =

y1
y2
y3
.
.
.
ym1

where xi ∈ Rn2 and yi ∈ Rm2 Then,
y = (A⊗B)× x (12)
y =

a1,1B a1,2B ... a1,n1B
a2,1B a2,2B ... a2,n1B
. . . .
. . . .
am1,1B a1,2B ... am1,n1B


x1
x2
x3
.
.
.
xn1


y1
y2
y3
.
.
.
ym1
 =

a1,1Bx1 + a1,2Bx2 + ...+ a1,n1Bxn1
a2,1Bx1 + a2,2Bx2 + ...+ a2,n1Bxn1
.
.
am1,1Bx1 + am1,2Bx2 + ...+ am1,n1Bxn1

Each yi has the following form -
[ ai,1Bx1 + ai,2Bx2 + ...+ ai,n1Bxn1 ]
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= B [ x1 x2 . . . xn1 ]

ai,1
ai,2
.
.
ai,n1

Now, let
X = [ x1 x2 . . xn1 ]
And,
ai = [ ai,1 ai,2 . . ai,n1 ]
T
Then,
yi = BXai (for i = 1, 2, ...m1) (13)
Let Y be a concatenation of yi Thus,
Y = [ yi yi . . ym1 ]
Y = [ BXa1 BXa2 . . BXam1 ]
Y = BX [ a1 a2 . . am1 ]
Y = BXAT
Appendix D KPRNN - Additional Details
D.1 Hyperparameters
Algorithm 5 LRD1: Learning rate decay function
Input: curr_learning_rate, decay_rate, global_step, decay_steps
Output: new_learning_rate
1: temp1 = global_step/decay_steps
2: pow = decay_ratetemp1
3: new_learning_rate = curr_learning_rate ∗ pow
D.1.1 MNIST-LSTM compressed using KPLSTM Cells
Hyperparameters: Table 2 shows the hyperparameters used for training the MNIST-LSTM baseline
and the MNIST network compressed using pruning, LMF, KPLSTM and a smaller baseline with the
number of parameters equivalent to the compressed network.
Mean and Std Deviation of the accuracy of the compressed network: Last three rows of Table 2
show the top test accuracy, mean test accuracy and standard deviation of test accuracy of the networks
trained using top two sets of best performing hyper-parameters on a held out validation set.
Hyperparameter values explored: We explored a broad range of hyper-parameter that were the
intersection of the following values -
• Initial Learning Rate - 0.01 to 0.001 in multiples of 3
• LR Decay Schedule - We experimented with a step function and exponential decay function
as described in algorithm 5.
D.1.2 HAR1 compressed using KPLSTM Cells
Hyperparameters: Table 3 shows the hyperparameters used for training the HAR1 baseline and the
HAR1 network compressed using pruning, LMF, KPLSTM and a smaller baseline with the number
of parameters equivalent to the compressed network.
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Mean and Std Deviation of the accuracy of the compressed network: Last three rows of Table 3
show the top test accuracy, mean test accuracy and standard deviation of test accuracy of the networks
trained using top two sets of best performing hyper-parameters on a held out validation set.
Hyperparameter values explored: We explored a broad range of hyper-parameter that were the
intersection of the following values -
• Initial Learning Rate - 0.0025 to 0.25 in multiples of 3
• Max Norm - 1, 1.5, 2.3 and 3.5
• Dropout - 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9
• #Epochs - 200 to 400 in increments of 100 for all networks apart from pruning. For pruned
networks, we increased the number of epochs to 600
• LR Decay Schedule - We experimented with a step function and exponential decay function
as described in algorithm 5.
• Pruning parameters - We explored various pruning start_epoch and end_epoch. We looked
at starting pruning after 25% to 33% of the total epochs in increments of 4% and ending
pruning at 75% to 83% of the total epochs in increments of 4%
D.1.3 KWS-LSTM compressed using KPLSTM Cells
Hyperparameters: Table 4 shows the hyperparameters used for training the HAR1 baseline and the
HAR1 network compressed using pruning, LMF, KPLSTM and a smaller baseline with the number
of parameters equivalent to the compressed network.
Mean and Std Deviation of the accuracy of the compressed network: Last three rows of Table 4
show the top test accuracy, mean test accuracy and standard deviation of test accuracy of the networks
trained using top two sets of best performing hyper-parameters on a held out validation set.
Hyperparameter values explored: We explored a broad range of hyper-parameter that were the
intersection of the following values -
• Initial Learning Rate - 0.001 to 0.1 in multiples of 10
• #Epochs - We trained the network for 30k-100k epochs with increments of 10k
• LR Decay Schedule - We experimented with a step function and exponential decay function
as described in algorithm 5. For the step function we decremented the learning rate by 10
after every 10k, 20k or 30k steps depending on the improvement in held out validation
accuracy. For the LRD1 algorithm, we tried decay_rate values of 0.03 to 0.09 in increments
of 0.02.
• Pruning parameters - We explored various pruning start_epoch and end_epoch. We looked
at starting pruning after 10k to 25k in increments of 5k and ending pruning at 60k to 90k in
increments of 10k
D.1.4 KWS-GRU compressed using KPGRU Cells
Hyperparameters: Table 5 shows the hyperparameters used for training the HAR1 baseline and the
HAR1 network compressed using pruning, LMF, KPGRU and a smaller baseline with the number of
parameters equivalent to the compressed network.
Mean and Std Deviation of the accuracy of the compressed network: Last three rows of Table 5
show the top test accuracy, mean test accuracy and standard deviation of test accuracy of the networks
trained using top two sets of best performing hyper-parameters on a held out validation set.
Hyperparameter values explored: We explored a broad range of hyper-parameter that were the
intersection of the following values -
• Initial Learning Rate - 0.001 to 0.1 in multiples of 10
• #Epochs - We trained the network for 30k-100k epochs with increments of 10k
• LR Decay Schedule - We experimented with a step function and exponential decay function
as described in algorithm 5. For the step function we decremented the learning rate by 10
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after every 10k, 20k or 30k steps depending on the improvement in held out validation
accuracy. For the LRD1 algorithm, we tried decay_rate values of 0.03 to 0.09 in increments
of 0.02.
• Pruning parameters - We explored various pruning start_epoch and end_epoch. We looked
at starting pruning after 10k to 25k in increments of 5k and ending pruning at 60k to 90k in
increments of 10k
D.1.5 USPS-FastRNN compressed using KPFastRNN Cells
Hyperparameters: Table 6 shows the hyperparameters used for training the HAR1 baseline and
the HAR1 network compressed using pruning, LMF, KPFastRNN and a smaller baseline with the
number of parameters equivalent to the compressed network.
Mean and Std Deviation of the accuracy of the compressed network: Last three rows of Table 6
show the top test accuracy, mean test accuracy and standard deviation of test accuracy of the networks
trained using top two sets of best performing hyper-parameters on a held out validation set.
Hyperparameter values explored: We explored a broad range of hyper-parameter that were the
intersection of the following values -
• Initial Learning Rate - 0.01 to 0.001 in multiples of 3
• LR Decay Schedule - We experimented with a step function and exponential decay function
as described in algorithm 5.
Table 2: Hyperparameters for MNIST baseline network, network compressed using KPLSTM and
equivalent sized networks compressed using LMF, Pruning and Small Baseline. LRD1 refers to
Algorithm 5.
Network Baseline SmallBaseline Pruning LMF KPLSTM
Batch
Size 128 128 128 128 128
Optimizer Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam
Weight
Init glorot_uniform
#Epochs 3000 4000 10000 5000 5000
Initial
LR 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
Decay
Schedule LR is divided by 10 after every #Epochs÷4 epochs
Additional Details
#Layers 1 1 1 1 1
Hidden Vector Size 40 40 40 40 40
Size of input 28 28 28 28 28
#Time Steps 28 28 28 28 28
Size (KB)
for 32 bit weights 44.73 4.51 4.19 4.9 4.05
Mean
Accuracy - 87.20 96.49 97.24 98.28
Top
Accuracy 99.40 87.50 96.81 97.40 98.44
Std
Dev
(Accuracy)
- 0.27 0.30 0.13 0.12
Runtime
(ms) 6.4 0.8 0.66 1.8 5.6
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Table 3: Hyperparameters for HAR1 baseline network, network compressed using KPLSTM and
equivalent sized networks compressed using LMF, Pruning and Small Baseline. LRD1 refers to
Algorithm 5.
Network Baseline SmallBaseline Pruning LMF KPLSTM
Optimizer Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam
Batch
Size 64 64 64 64 64
Weight
Init glorot_uniform
#Epochs 300 300 600 300 300
Initial
LR
0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025
Decay
Schedule
LR reduced by a factor of 10 after every 100 epochs
MaxNorm 2.3 2.3 2.3 3.5 2.3
Dropout 0.92 0.92 0.7 0.5 0.5
#Layers 1 1 1 1 1
Hidden
Vector
Size
179 179 179 179 178
Size of
Input 77 77 77 77 77
#Time Steps 81 81 81 81 81
Additional
Details
Pruning starts at
Epoch #100 and
ends at Epoch #500
Size (KB)
for
32-bit weights
1462.84 75.90 75.55 76.40 74.91
Mean
Accuracy - 88.39 89.63 89.63 90.95
Top
Accuracy 91.90 88.84 89.94 89.94 91.14
Std
Dev
(Accuracy)
- 0.49 0.41 0.23 0.14
Runtime
(ms) 470 29.92 98.2 64.12 187
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Table 4: Hyperparameters for KWS-LSTM baseline network, network compressed using KPLSTM
and equivalent sized networks compressed using LMF, Pruning and Small Baseline. LRD1 refers to
Algorithm 5.
Network Baseline SmallBaseline Pruning LMF KPLSTM
Batch
Size 100 100 100 100 100
Optimizer Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam
Weight
Init glorot_uniform
#Epochs 30k 80k 100k 80k 90k
Initial
LR
5x10^-4 10^-2 10^-2 10^-2 10^-2
Decay
Schedule
5x10^-4,
1x10^-4,
2x10^-5 for
10k steps each
LRD1
with
decay_rate
0.09
LRD1
with
decay_rate
0.09
10^-2, 10^-3,
5x10^-4, 10^-4,
10^-4 for 10k,
20k, 15k, 10k,
15k and 10k
epochs each
LRD1
with
decay_rate
0.09
#Layers 1 1 1 1 1
Hidden
Vector
Size
118 118 118 118 118
Size of
Input 10 10 10 10 10
#Time Steps 25 25 25 25 25
Additional
Details
Pruning starts
at Epoch #15k
and ends
at Epoch #80k
Size (KB)
for
32 bit weights
243.42 15.66 15.57 16.80 15.30
Mean
Accuracy - 88.57 82.51 88.94 91.12
Top
Accuracy 92.50 89.70 84.91 89.13 91.20
Std
Dev
(Accuracy)
- 0.67 2.72 0.16 0.07
Runtime
(ms) 26.8 2.01 5.89 4.14 17.5
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Table 5: Hyperparameters for KWS-GRU baseline network, network compressed using KPGRU
and equivalent sized networks compressed using LMF, Pruning and Small Baseline. LRD1 refers to
Algorithm 5.
Network Baseline
Small
Baseline
(1L)
Small
Baseline
(2L)
LMF
(1L)
LMF
(2L) KPGRU
Batch
Size 100 100 100 100 100 100
Optimizer Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam
Weight
Init glorot_uniform
#Epochs 30k 70k 70k 90k 70k 90k
Initial
LR 5x10^-3 10^-2 10^-2 10^-2 10^-2 0.01
Decay
Schedule
5x10^-3,
10^-3,
2x10^-4
for 10k
steps
each
10^-2,
5x10^-3,
10^-3,
2x10^-4
for 15k,
15k,
15k,15k
and 10k
epochs
each
10^-2,
5x10^-3,
10^-3,
2x10^-4
for 20k, 15k,
10k, 15k
and 10k
epochs
each
10^-2,
5x10^-3,
10^-3,
10^-4
for 20k,
30k,20k
and 20k
epochs
each
10^-2,
5x10^-3,
10^-3, 10^-4
for 20k, 15k,
10k, 15k
and 10k
epochs each
LRD1
with
decay_rate
0.01
Additional
Details
#Layers 1 1 2 1 2 2
Hidden
Vector
Size
154 154 154 154 154 154
Size of
Input 10 10 10 10 10 10
#Time
Steps 25 25 25 25 25 25
Size (KB)
for
32 bit
weights
305.04 22.63 22.27 24.50 25.47 22.23
Mean
Accuracy - 85.76 82.71 90.39 87.10 92.03
Top
Accuracy 93.50 86.40 84.53 90.88 87.70 92.30
Std
Deviation
(Accuracy)
- 0.52 1.22 0.44 0.44 0.22
Runtime
(ms) 67 6 10.13 7.16 11.1 34
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Table 6: Hyperparameters for USPS-FastRNN baseline network, network compressed using KPGRU
and equivalent sized networks compressed using LMF, Pruning and Small Baseline. LRD1 refers to
Algorithm 5.
Network Baseline Small Baseline Pruning LMF KPFastRNN
Batch
Size 100 100 100 100 100
Optimizer Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam
Weight
Init random_normal
#Epochs 300 400 500 500 500
Initial
LR 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Decay
Schedule Learning Rate declines by 10 after 200th epoch
#Layers 1 1 1 1 1
Hidden
Vector
Size
32 32 32 32 32
Size of
Input 16 16 16 16 16
#Time
Steps 16 16 16 16 16
Additional
Details
Size (KB)
for
32 bit weights
7.25 1.98 1.92 2.05 1.63
Mean
Accuracy - 91.13 86.57 89.39 93.16
Top
Accuracy 92.50 91.23 88.52 89.56 93.20
Std
Dev
(Accuracy)
- 0.07 1.52 0.14 0.03
Runtime
(ms) 1.175 0.4 0.375 0.283 0.6
D.2 Quantization
HAR1
32-bit Size (KB) 8-bit Size (KB)
Baseline 91.90 1462.84 91.13 384.64
KPLSTM Compressed
Network 91.14 74.91 90.90 28.22
KWS-LSTM
32-bit Size (KB) 8-bit Size (KB)
Baseline 92.50 243.42 92.02 65.04
KPLSTM Compressed
Network 91.20 15.30 91.04 8.01
Table 7: Accuracy of baseline HAR1, baseline KWS-LSTM, KPLSTM-HAR1 and KPLSTM-KWS
network after quantization to 8-bits.
Quantization [21, 47] is another popular technique for compressing neural networks. It is orthogonal
to the compression techniques discussed previously; prior work has shown that pruning [19] can
benefit from quantization. We do a study to test whether KPRNNs are compatible with quantization.
We use the quantization flow provided by the authors of [21]. We quantized the LSTM cells in the
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baseline and the KPRNN compressed networks to 8-bits floating point representations to test the
robustness of KPRNNs under reduced bit-precision. Table 7 show that quantization works well
with KPRNN. The HAR1 and KWS-LSTM networks compressed using KPRNN can be further
compressed using quantization.
Appendix E HKPRNN - Additional Details
E.1 Hyperparameters
E.1.1 HAR1 compressed using HKPLSTM
Hyperparameters: Table 8 shows the hyperparameters used for training the HAR1 baseline and the
HAR1 network compressed using pruning, LMF, HKPLSTM and a smaller baseline with the number
of parameters equivalent to the compressed network.
Mean and Std Deviation of the accuracy of the compressed network: Last three rows of Table 8
show the top test accuracy, mean test accuracy and standard deviation of test accuracy of the networks
trained using top two sets of best performing hyper-parameters on a held out validation set.
Hyperparameter values explored: We explored a broad range of hyper-parameter that were the
intersection of the following values -
• Initial Learning Rate - 0.0025 to 0.25 in multiples of 3
• Max Norm - 1, 1.5, 2.3 and 3.5
• Dropout - 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9
• #Epochs - 200 to 400 in increments of 100 for all networks apart from pruning. For pruned
networks, we increased the number of epochs to 600
• LR Decay Schedule - We experimented with a step function and exponential decay function
as described in algorithm 5.
• Pruning parameters - We explored various pruning start_epoch and end_epoch. We looked
at starting pruning after 25% to 33% of the total epochs in increments of 4% and ending
pruning at 75% to 83% of the total epochs in increments of 4%
E.1.2 KWS-LSTM compressed using HKPLSTM
Hyperparameters: Table 10,9 shows the hyperparameters used for training the KWS-LSTM baseline
and the KWS-LSTM network compressed using pruning, LMF, HKPLSTM and a smaller baseline
with the number of parameters equivalent to the compressed network.
Mean and Std Deviation of the accuracy of the compressed network: Last three rows of Table
9,10 show the top test accuracy, mean test accuracy and standard deviation of test accuracy of the
networks trained using top two sets of best performing hyper-parameters on a held out validation set.
Hyperparameter values explored: We explored a broad range of hyper-parameter that were the
intersection of the following values -
• Initial Learning Rate - 0.001 to 0.1 in multiples of 10
• #Epochs - We trained the network for 30k-100k epochs with increments of 10k
• LR Decay Schedule - We experimented with a step function and exponential decay function
as described in algorithm 5. For the step function we decremented the learning rate by 10
after every 10k, 20k or 30k steps depending on the improvement in held out validation
accuracy. For the LRD1 algorithm, we tried decay_rate values of 0.03 to 0.09 in increments
of 0.02.
• Pruning parameters - We explored various pruning start_epoch and end_epoch. We looked
at starting pruning after 10k to 25k in increments of 5k and ending pruning at 60k to 90k in
increments of 10k
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Table 8: Hyperparameters for HAR1 baseline network, network with LSTM layers compressed using
HKPLSTM by a factor of 10 and equivalent sized networks compressed using LMF, Pruning and
Small Baseline. LRD1 refers to Algorithm 5.
Network Baseline Small Baseline Pruning LMF HKPLSTM
Batch
Size 64 64 64 64 64
Optimizer Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam
Weight
Init glorot_uniform
#Epochs 300 200 300 300 300
Initial
LR 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025 0.025
Decay
Schedule LR reduced by a factor of 10 after every 100 epochs
MaxNorm 2.3 2.3 3.5 2.3 2.3
Dropout 0.92 0.8 0.92 0.5 0.5
#Bidirectional
Layers 1 1 1 1 1
Hidden Vector
Size 179 179 179 179 179
Size of
Input 77 77 77 77 77
#Time Steps 81 81 81 81 81
Additional
Details
Pruning starts at
Epoch #100 and
ends at
Epoch #250
Size (KB)
assuming
32 bit weights
1462.84 173.94 169 167.53 159.83
Mean
Accuracy - 89.95 86.56 90.61 91.025
Top
Accuracy 91.90 90.30 87.20 90.80 91.20
Std
Dev
(Accuracy)
- 0.22 0.34 0.17 0.14
Runtime
(ms) 470 63.42 174.92 87.94 234.67
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Table 9: Hyperparameters for KWS-LSTM baseline network, network with LSTM layers compressed
using HKPLSTM by a factor of 10 and equivalent sized networks compressed using LMF, Pruning
and Small Baseline. LRD1 refers to Algorithm 5.
Network Baseline Small Baseline Pruning LMF HKPLSTM
Batch
Size 100 100 100 100 100
Optimizer Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam
Weight
Init glorot_uniform
#Epochs 30k 80k 100k 80k 90k
Initial
LR
5x10^-4 10^-2 10^-2 10^-2 10^-2
Decay
Schedule
5x10^-4,
1x10^-4,
2x10^-5 for
10k steps each
LRD1
with
decay_rate
0.09
LRD1
with
decay_rate
0.09
LRD1
with
decay_rate
0.09
LRD1
with
decay_rate
0.09
#Layers 1 1 1 1 1
Hidden
Vector
Size
118 118 118 118 118
Size of
Input 10 10 10 10 10
#Time Steps 25 25 25 25 25
Additional
Details
Pruning starts
at Epoch #15k
and ends
at Epoch #80k
Size (KB)
assuming
32 bit weights
243.42 30.92 31.02 30.86 26.38
Mean
Accuracy - 88.69 87.25 91.26 91.66
Top
Accuracy 92.50 89.80 87.49 91.40 91.75
Std
Dev
(Accuracy)
- 0.67 0.16 0.12 0.07
Runtime
(ms) 26.8 3.2 11.26 6.99 14
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Table 10: Hyperparameters for KWS-LSTM baseline network, network with LSTM layers com-
pressed using HKPLSTM by a factor of 20 and equivalent sized networks compressed using LMF,
Pruning and Small Baseline. LRD1 refers to Algorithm 5.
Network Baseline Small Baseline Pruning LMF HKPLSTM
Batch
Size 100 100 100 100 100
Optimizer Adam Adam Adam Adam Adam
Weight
Init glorot_uniform
#Epochs 30k 80k 100k 80k 90k
Initial
LR
5x10^-4 10^-2 10^-2 10^-2 10^-2
Decay
Schedule
5x10^-4,
1x10^-4,
2x10^-5 for
10k steps each
LRD1
with
decay_rate
0.09
LRD1
with
decay_rate
0.09
LRD1
with
decay_rate
0.09
LRD1
with
decay_rate
0.09
#Layers 1 1 1 1 1
Hidden
Vector
Size
118 118 118 118 118
Size of
Input 10 10 10 10 10
#Time Steps 25 25 25 25 25
Additional
Details
Pruning starts
at Epoch #15k
and ends
at Epoch #80k
Size (KB)
assuming
32 bit weights
243.42 17.34 17.9 16.8 16.76
Mean
Accuracy - 84.98 90.78 91.14
Top
Accuracy 92.50 89.80 85.17 90.9 91.28
Std
Dev
(Accuracy)
- 0.58 0.16 0.11 0.11
Runtime
(ms) 26.8 2.25 8 5.78 15
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